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Language English - III
Time : 3 Hours

Instntctions ; (1) Answer allthe questions.

(2) Write the correct question numbers.

Literary Component

SECTION - A
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III Semester B.Sc./.B.C.A. and B.Sc. (FAD/IDD) Examination,
December - 2OL9

(CBCS) (Fresh) (2O19'2O and Onwards)

Max. Marks: 7O

Answer any live in two or three sentences
1. The daughter will be composer of

2. What did the Talkative Man find in the river ?

40

5x2=1O

3. What did the foe tell the speaker about their future status of rivalry ?

4. What did Janti tell about Paba's sick mother ?

5. Who is called from the village to assess the kite/apparition ?

6. What are the other things that make the poet fall asleep like death ?

7. The reason for the child's crying according to the father was :

(a) She might have seen something scary in her dream
(b) She might have been sick
(c) She might have been aJflicted by evil spirits.

8. Chubukov is confident of his daughter agreeing to the marriage proposal
True / False.

U. Answer any four in about 8O to 1OO words. 5x4=2O

l. What are the dreams and aspirations of the mother for her daughter ?

2. The Talkative Man was looking for fame, position and money. Did he
succeed ?
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3. How different was the reaction of the enemy to that of the speaker's in
the poem The Escape ?

4. Why was Paba perplexed by the diet pian explained by the teacher ?

5. Narrate the mean story the author found in the Children's book.

6. How, according to the poet, can even poppy cause better sleep than
death ?

7. How did the mother explain the meaning of Uppukundan to the family
members ?

UI. Answer any one of the following in a page or two. lx1O=1O

1. There is a noticeable difference between the mother and the daughter.
Are they brought up in two different milieus ? Comment.

2. The Class structure is again and again depicted through variclus
incidents in the story Tightrope. Explain.

3. "Parents should never fall for attractive looking, beautifully packaged,
imported Children's books". Comment

SECTION - B
Grammar and Composition 30

IV. Rearrange the following words and phrases to form meaningful sentences : 2
1. andlleftlthe door/slammed/Sangeetha

2. her eyes/welled up/in/tears

V. Frame meaningful sentences using the following words :

1. Ecstatic

2. Burdened

2
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vr. Fill in the blanks using the correct forms of the given word :

1. we are in this country, because of ---.-- fighters (free).

VII. Prepare power point slides for the glven below :

Biodiversity and its importance.

vUI- Read the Passage below and make notes using a format - Diagrammatic or
Linear: . ,'' :

It is already clear to everyone that water is very much necessa{r for the
existence of life on earth. Our each and every actirrity is d.ependent on,the
water. Though we are surrounded by huge water bodies laround three-
fourth of the Earth's surface) on earth, but fresh water available on the
earth is only 2.5o/o in the form of glaciers out of which only !o/o is fit for
drinking. So it becomes important for us to save water and avoid its wastage.

Water gets contaminated from the waste materials of industries, sewage,
toxic chemicals and other waste products. The main reason of water 

"crr"ityand clean water contamination is the ever increasing population avoid rapid
industrialization and urbanization. The improper waste disposable system
is also majorly responsible for the contamination of water.

There is already a scarcity of water so it becomes important that whatever
quantity is available on earth should be used. properly without any wastage.
We should also raise the awareness regarding the 'Save Water' initiative so
that we can preserve water for the future generations and also for other
species that are surviving on earth.

Due to the clean water scarcity, people cannot fulfilI their basic needs in
many areas. According to the recent study, it has been.found that around
L9o/o of Indian population does not have access to fresh water. We need tojoin hands together to deal with the clean water scarcity through various
best and most suitable methods with the motto "Save water, Save Life, Save
World".

2
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IX. Report Writing :

You are the head of the student's union of your college. A memorable cultura-i
day was organized in your coilege in the month of November. Though the
event was a roaring success there were many things left desired for. Prepare
a recommendatory report addressing the Principal of your coliege for the
better organizalion of cultural events in the coming years.
Hints :

. Need of a good hall with very good acoustics

. Formation of unbiased seiection/screening committee to pick the
participants.

. Awareness about the importance of cultural events

. Attention on the maintenance of discipline

. Inviting the right guest who can inspire the students
OR

You are appointed as the Chairman of the committee looking into the matter
of nse of female infanticide. Prepare a report with a suitable format to be
submitted to the government.

X. Develop a narrative using the picture given below, with suitable cohesive
devices.
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